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  Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses Rose
Publishing,2013-12-10 Where to Find Favorite Bible
Verses - Hundreds of Verses Organized by Topic
Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses has hundreds
of Bible verses organized by topics so you can
find the Scripture reference you want quickly and
easily. Some of the topics include: God, Holy
Spirit, Jesus, Words of Comfort and Strength, Old
Testament events, the Life of Jesus, Book of
Acts/The Early Church, Money, Prayer, and much
more. You will refer to Where to Find Favorite
Bible Verses again and again as you look through
the Bible for the important nuggets of wisdom that
can only be found in the Scriptures. Depending on
the topic, Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses
provides a short portion of Scripture along with
the location in the Bible. For example: •Topic:
Words of Comfort and Strength •Subtopic: Angry •A
gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word
stirs up anger. Proverbs 15:1 •Do not let the sun
go down while you are still angry. Ephesians 4:26
•Be quick to listen, slow to speak ands slow to
become angry. James 1:19 •Do not repay evil with
evil or insult with insult. 1 Peter 3:9 •Subtopic:
Lonely •[The Lord] satisfies the thirsty and fills
the hungry with good things. Psalm 107:9 •O Lord,
you have searched me and know me. Psalm 139:1-10
•I am with you always, to the very end of the age.
Matthew 28:20 •You will leave me all alone. Yet I
am not alone, for my Father is with me. John 16:32
•Topic: Commitment to God •[Choose] this day whom
you will serve...As for me and my household, we
will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15 •Your people
will be my people and your God will be my God.
Ruth 1:16 •See first his kingdom and his
righteousness. Matthew 6:33 Other topical lists,
such as Old Testament Events and the Teachings and
Parables of Jesus, have a short description and
the scripture reference. For example: •Joseph and
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his brothers - Genesis 37, 39-47 •Moses and the
Burning Bush - Exodus 3:1-10 •Fall of Jericho -
Joshua 6:1-25 •Daniel in the Lion's Den - Daniel 6
•and many more Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses
is designed to fit inside most Bibles, so you can
have this important resource available when you
need it. You will want to buy extra copies of
Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses so you can
give them out as gifts, stick them in different
Bibles around the house or give one to a friend
who could use some comfort from God's Word.
  Redemption Through the Scriptures Paul J.
Bucknell,2014-03-26 Like any magnificent work,
whether in film, music or drama, a plot is
gradually revealed one step at a time, causing
intrigue and wonder at what can or will be done.
Each scene heightens the intensity until the final
revelation when everything becomes clear. The
audience can enjoy the resolution of the plot,
deliberating over the most intriguing scenes. In
the same way, God’s redemptive story is woven
throughout the Bible, revealing God's plan for
eternal life. Develop a deeper intimacy with the
Lord and better fulfill your part of this great
plan through this book, Redemption Through the
Scriptures. The progression and purpose of
redemptive revelation provides careful attention
to how the redemption plan is being fulfilled in
the lives of His people. Redemption Through the
Scriptures highlights the best scenes of the
redemptive plan of God revealed fully in Christ’s
person and work, and progressively revealed
throughout the scriptures.
  Understanding the Bible as a Whole Sam
Rainer,2022-08-02 Everything you need to grasp
God’s big picture in Scripture so you can dive
deeper into each book of the Bible. Every single
word in the Bible is powerful and purposeful. But
too often we can be guilty of thinking that the
details of God’s plan for us must be buried in
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obscurity somewhere in the vastness of the
Bible—as if we’re missing God because we missed
that tiny iota subscript in the original Greek.
What if it is the opposite? What if our daily
purpose, our next step tomorrow, our discernment
in the moment comes from a broad understanding of
God’s revelation in the Bible? When you grasp
God’s Word holistically, your life begins to make
more sense each and every day. In this book, Sam
Rainer will help you Understand God’s big picture
as revealed in the Bible Explore the major themes
of Scripture Know quickly and easily the subject
and purpose of each book of the Bible See the
entire masterpiece instead of focusing on the
brushstrokes. Understand the broad themes that
occur from Genesis to Revelation to find God’s
purpose and plan for your life.
  MEETING WITH JESUS THROUGH THE BIBLE Heino A.
Blaauw,2021-12-09 Jesus chastised the Scripture
readers (religious leaders) in his day because
they misread the Bible. “You search the Scriptures
because you think that in them you have eternal
life; and it is they that bear witness about me,
yet you refuse to come to me that you may have
life” (John 5:39–40). How do we come to and meet
with Jesus through our Bible reading? After his
resurrection, Jesus met with his followers to open
their minds to understand the Scriptures. He made
clear that, “everything written about me in the
Law of Moses and the Prophets, and the Psalms must
be fulfilled” (Luke 24:44–45; emphasis mine).
Understanding the plotline of Jesus’ life gives us
the instrument whereby we can meet with Jesus
through our Bible reading. It unifies and
illuminates the beautiful diversity of Scripture
writings. But not only will this book lead you to
meet with Jesus through your Bible reading. More
importantly, it will lead you to life in Christ.
For the plotline of Jesus’ life is also the story
of a Christian’s life from divine birth to new
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creation in this age and into the next!
  Reading the Bible for a Change, Second Edition
Ray Lubeck,2023-02-21 Which Bible passages are for
Christians today and which relate only to ancient
readers? Can I simply pick and choose for myself
the verses I think best fit my situation? Who gets
to decide? Is there a different meaning for each
individual reader? What am I supposed to know to
read the Bible well? Ray Lubeck has devoted his
life to helping others discern for themselves
God’s truth in the Scriptures and to showing them
how it relates to their everyday lives. Reading
the Bible for a Change will guide you in how to:
•Read each biblical passage in light of its
literary style and larger context •Ask and explore
the most fruitful questions for understanding the
meaning of a passage •Avoid common interpretive
mistakes •Hear God, the divine Author, speak
through the Bible’s human authors •Identify the
life-changing truths of Scripture that apply to
life today •Move beyond merely reading the Bible
to being shaped by and following it Having taught
for over three decades at the undergraduate and
graduate levels, as well as in many ministry
contexts, Ray values the importance of holding the
interest of students of the Bible. This book is
written in an accessible and engaging style, using
illustrations, charts, stories, and relevant
examples to help the reader grasp key concepts.
The second edition has been extensively revised in
light of recent scholarly developments and years
of use within the classroom, incorporating
substantial amounts of updates and new material.
Reading the Bible for a Change will equip you with
the tools to discover for yourself the life-
changing truths revealed in God’s word. If you
begin practicing these steps, you will embark on a
lifetime journey of Scripture reading that will
enable you to see for yourself how captivating and
transforming it is when we read the Bible on its
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own terms rather than on ours.
  Trusting in Christ Sarah Young,2015-07-28 After
many years of writing in her prayer journal,
missionary Sarah Young decided to be more
attentive to the Savior’s voice and listen for
what He was saying to her. The result was Jesus
Calling, a collection of personal reflections
based on Jesus’ own words of hope, guidance, and
peace found in the Scriptures. Through these
messages, countless people have been encouraged to
experience a deeper relationship with the Lord as
they also learn to listen for His voice in the
pages of the Bible. In Trusting in Christ, the
second study in the Jesus Calling Bible Study
Series, you will examine what the Bible has to say
about relying on God for all your needs. As you
push back the demands of the day, give your cares
to Him, and encounter Him personally through His
Word, you will discover the truth of Paul’s words
when he wrote, “My God will meet all of your needs
according the riches of his glory in Christ Jesus”
(Philippians 4:19). You will see that God loves
you, cares for you, and provides the strength you
need to get through any situation. Each of the
Jesus Calling Bible Studies include devotional
readings from Jesus Calling, selected passages of
Scripture for reflection, Bible Study questions,
and additional questions and activities to help
you apply and live out the material during the
week. This study can be used for personal
reflection and Bible study or in a small-group
setting.
  Pleasant hours with the Bible; or, Scripture
queries. [With] Answers ,1864
  The Holy Bible ... ,1829
  The people's Bible, discourses upon holy
Scripture. 25 vols. [and] Index Joseph Parker,1885
  Men of the Bible Ann Spangler,Robert
Wolgemuth,2009-07-27 Men of the Bible offers both
men and women a fresh way to read and understand
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the Bible--through the eyes and hearts of the men
whose stories unfold in its pages. This unique
book takes a close-up look at fifty-two men in
Scripture--complex flesh-and-blood characters
whose strengths and weaknesses will seem strangely
similar to your own. Heroes and villains, sinners
and prophets, commoners and kings--their dramatic
life stories provide you with a fresh perspective
on the unfolding story of redemption. Though our
culture differs vastly from theirs, the
fundamental issues we face in relation to God and
the world remain the same. We still reach for
great dreams and selfish ambitions. We wrestle
with fear and indecision, struggle with sexual
temptation, and experience the ache of loneliness
and the devastation of betrayal. And, like many of
these men, we long to walk more closely with the
God who calls us into an intimate relationship
with himself and who enables us to fulfill his
purpose for our lives. Men of the Bible offers men
and women today a unique devotional experience
that combines five elements. Each week becomes a
personal retreat focused on the life of a
particular man: Monday: His Story--a narrative
retelling of the biblical story Tuesday: A Look at
the Man--focusing on the heart of the man and how
his story connects with your own life Wednesday:
His Legacy in Scripture--a Bible study on
principles revealed through the life of the man
Thursday: His Legacy of Promise--Bible promises
that apply to his life and yours Friday: His
Legacy of Prayer--praying in light of his story
Designed for personal prayer and study or for use
in small groups, Men of the Bible will help you
make Bible reading a daily habit. Whether you dip
into portions or read every page, this book will
help you grow in character, wisdom, and obedience
as a person after God's own heart.
  And God Spake These Words William Henry Griffith
Thomas,1926
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  Finding Peace,Joy and Unity:A Bible Study on the
Book of Philippians A.J. Paris,2018-01-18 To any
woman seeking encouragement, contentment, unity,
true joy, and peace in times of trial, this is the
Bible study for you! During this Bible study, we
will study the life of Paul and the background to
the book of Philippians. Then, we will study the
book of Philippians verse by verse. During this
study, you will come across the themes of
perseverance during persecution, learn how to find
true joy and peace in Christ, be encouraged to
give generously to missions, learn how to strive
toward unity in our church bodies so we can
fulfill the Great Commission, and learn how to
strive toward unity in our own personal
relationships, and much more. By the end of this
study, you should be able to find joy, peace, and
unity in all circumstances!
  Bible Promise Book Gift Edition (KJV)
,2011-02-01 Where do you turn when you need God’s
thoughts on the issues and emotions of life? The
Bible Promise Book, now in a beautiful gift
edition. Barbour’s Bible Promise Books are
perennial bestsellers, with millions of copies in
print, and this brand-new edition features the
beautiful, beloved text of the King James Version.
With more than 60 classic Bible Promise Book
topics—Anger, Contentment, Forgiveness, Hope,
Obedience, Salvation, Worry, Worship, and dozens
more—you’ll find more than 1,000 total verses
included. The Bible Promise Book—KJV offers
scripture encouragement for readers of all
backgrounds. It makes an ideal gift for either men
or women—maybe even yourself!
  The Bible Promise Book - NLV Gift Edition
Barbour Publishing,2013-07-01 What does God say
about contentment? What about gossip or loneliness
or work? His guarantees on these issues and more
are covered in The Bible Promise Book. This
compact book offers God's words on dozens of
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topics-arranged alphabetically-that offer real and
powerful promises from the Creator of the
universe. The Bible Promise Book offers readers
true refreshment for the spirit and a renewed
sense of God's commitment to His children.
  Bible Answers ,2009
  The New Testament Bible Without Chapters or
Verses - Chronological (KJV)
BibleWithoutVerses.com,2013-03-16 This is a King
James version of the New Testament Bible without
chapters and verses. It is also arranged in a
chronological order. In addition, it has blank
pages between books so the setting of the letters
can be added to unveil the unseen STORY when the
New Testament is read and viewed as a whole and in
order. Inspired by a book named, Revolutionary
Bible Study which can be found at
www.SeedSowers.com.
  Romans- Teach Yourself the Bible Series Keith L.
Brooks,1961-06-01 More formal than most of Paul's
letters, Romans systematically sets forth the
doctrine of justification by faith, expanding and
explaining Paul's theme statement in 1:17: The
righteous shall live by faith. Jump into the New
Testament's most substantial book of Christian
doctrine! The Teach Yourself the Bible Series is
one of the best New Testament studies you will
find anywhere. Each book in the series is packed
full of valuable questions on individual chapters
of the Bible, check-ups to test your grasp of
biblical truths, and usable suggestions for group
study. Grow in your knowledge of God through each
New Testament book, then go on to study six
aspects of Christianity essential for all
believers: doctrine, prayer, eternal life,
prophecy, Christian character, and Bible study.
Strengthen your relationship with the living God
with all twenty-five books of the Teach Yourself
the Bible Series. Each volume is a timeless, yet
practical, study of the Word of God.
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  The Battle for Redemption Chris
Webber,2020-07-16 The Bible is daunting,
confusing, and it’s so massive that there's not
enough time to actually sit down and read it.
These are statements that I’ve heard over and over
working in ministry. In this book, I will show you
that reading the Bible doesn’t have to be daunting
or confusing. I’ll even show you that the Bible is
extremely relevant today and just as much relevant
now as it was when it was written to its original
audience thousands of years ago. Over the course
of this book, I will break down the Bible for you
and show you how the books fit together
chronologically. I’ll also explain to you some of
the hidden truths that many people just skip right
over while reading the Bible (things like the
women who paid for Jesus’ bills). Trust me, stay
on this ride and you will come out enthralled with
God’s Word. The best thing about this book is
whether you’ve read ten pages or one hundred pages
you’ll be fascinated by the depth, wonder, and
whimsy of the incredible book we call the Bible.
If you stick with this, I promise you that the
Bible will look very different to you. Not that I
will be adding to or taking away from this God-
breathed book, but that we will walk through the
Bible in such a way that you’ll be able to grasp
the flow of all the books. That's my goal. I wrote
this with you in mind.
  Salvation Belongs to Our God Christopher J. H.
Wright,2013-05-14 Christopher Wright uses this
verse as a lens through which he surveys the
Bible’s teaching on 'salvation’. Every phrase in
the verse resonates with significant themes in the
Old and New Testaments, all of which combine to
show that the Bible tells the story of God’s
salvation very broadly indeed, in relation to the
character and purposes of God, the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ, the redemption of
all creation, the joy of Christian experience and
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the responsibility of Christian mission. This
clear, deep and warm-hearted exposition enriches
our grasp of the Bible’s multi-faceted teaching
about salvation.
  NKJV, Prophecy Study Bible, Hardcover, Red
Letter Edition John Hagee,2015-11-10 The
prophecies of the Bible assure us that God will
prevail. The Prophecy Study Bible has hundreds of
pages of special features that offer a broad
understanding of prophetic themes, salvation,
covenants, and other important doctrines of the
Christian faith.
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